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What I studied

I studied the capabilities of the google edge and it’s vast ability to machine learn. The Edge has a camera port that allows a coral camera to be equipped and run code controlling both of them. I studied how the edge processed and classified objects while also being able to detect faces. I witnessed how fast it executes the commands.

What method I used

I used trial and error, there was no true direction we were going for a good ending so we just tried anything that we thought would work. The biggest contributor for our methods was google we googled so much because working with other people who have done this so to make our job easier. That’s not to say we didn’t have to do our own work and/or research. Like the edge tpu we used the last few lines of codes to try to make one bigger code using everything like how the edge uses the last few frames. We used ubuntu

Status/Results

The Edge TPU was able to successfully identify faces and even photos from the internet. We thought it would have a problem detecting photos on another technological device but when we tested that on my phone it was able to detect faces without detecting the phone. The Edge TPU has so much more capabilities than what we have been able to do in these last six weeks but in our short amount of time we’ve been able to see it’s amazing power. If we had more time we would try to add more AI components to gather more data on the Edge itself.
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